Intro
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Bitsliced is the creator of the Sliced
platform based on blockchain technology
with a one of a kind ecosystem that makes
minting, collecting and trading physical
items in the digital world simplified and fun.

Sliced is a Web3 app with Social-Fi and
Game-Fi attributes. The app's features will
change the landscape of how the majority of
people trade and communicate. Features such
as channels, instant cashback and fractional
ownership of digital and real-world assets will
be key to the success of the app.

Problems
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Current problems with the
market for fractional ownership.
There is still no mechanism in place for connecting real
world items to blockchain.
Management of digital/real-world assets is complicated.
Process of transferring shares and funds is too centralized.
The traditional process relies heavily on third parties.
Current NFT marketplaces are not appealing enough.
NFTs today rarely provide any utilities.

The current state of the
fractional ownership market.
“Although fractional ownership is by
far the fastest growing segment of
the vacation home market, it is still a
relatively new concept, and its many
possible variations continue to be
explored. The constantly changing
array of fractional property options,
along with a lack of consistency in
terminology, can create confusion for
buyers, and make informed decisionmaking difficult.”
– D. Andrew Sirkin

Solutions
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BRINGING THE NFT WORLD 

TO The
THE
NEXT
LEVEL.
marketplace offers:
Legal mechanism for managing real world assets through ownership of their NFTs.
A modern app, allowing the user to conveniently manage their real/digital world assets.
Third parties removed for trustless, audited smart contracts.
Quality products thanks to our partnerships.
A combination of SocialFi and GamiFi aspects to make the best user experience.
A variety of utility NFTs that have actual value behind them.

Vision
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Our mission is to inspire
millions of people to enter
the NFT world, and make
them understand that the
NFTs are here to stay.
Additionally, we aim to be the bridge between the
two worlds, the real world and the digital world. An
easily accessible app enabling purchases of real
world items, through NFTs.

Concept of Sliced
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Gamified and easily
understandable design

Concept of

Channels
Passive income

through NFTs
Cash backs

Passive income by

locking the tokens in

the platform
Fractional

ownership
Badging with SBTs

MAKING IT EASIER FOR
PEOPLE TO BUY, SELL AND
MINT
NFTS
Gamified and easily

Concept - Gamified and UX
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understandable design
We’re taking a lot of care while creating the
designs of the app. Later on we'll be asking
community members to give us their
feedback about the application. This way,
we can ensure a friendly UX/UI experience
for the users.

Concept - Channels
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Monetize Social
presence Channels
Channels are essentially community groups
where people will be able to chat, discuss,
trade, and mint NFTs with each other. Sliced
users will be able to create channels and
create a secondary income through their
channel. The channel owner can decide the
entry price and channel lifetime duration.
This feature implements exclusivity and
supports the creators. Patreon, but for the
NFT space!

Concept - Badging
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Badging with SBTs
The Sliced app has a badging system
integrated as SBTs. With this set of Sliced
badges, members of the app will get certain
perks within the ecosystem. Sliced badges
can be obtained by fulfilling specific
achievements, such as trading volume,
charity NFTs, holding a passive income NFT,
holding the hottest collection, etc...

Fulfill specific
achievements

1

Concept - Slices
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FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP
Slices
Original NFT of (0XW4LL3T4DDR355)

$ 290,000.00

The holder of an NFT sends the NFT to our digital vault. The
owner can choose how many NFTs will be sliced out of the
“original” one, and they get listed in our marketplace (within
the category Slices). For example, the NFT gets sliced into 10
“Slices” and they get listed in our marketplace.

Sliced NFT #1
$ 29,000.00

Sliced NFT #2
$ 29,000.00

Sliced NFT #3
$ 29,000.00

Sliced NFT #4
$ 29,000.00

Sliced NFT #5
$ 29,000.00
Sliced app

Sliced NFT #6
$ 29,000.00

Sliced NFT #7
$ 29,000.00

Sliced NFT #8
$ 29,000.00

Sliced NFT #9
$ 29,000.00

The moment the owner “slices” the original NFT, the owner
gets sent a replica of the NFT (Replica NFT) and can sell it
within our platform.

If this “replica” is sold, all the “slices” are going to be burnt (as
well as the replica), and the owners of the “slices” will get their
respective share of the total value.

Replica NFT (0XW4LL3T4DDR355)

Sliced NFT #10
$ 29,000.00

Whenever this “Slices” are being sold, the
owner of the “original” NFT is the one that is
getting the payments from the “Slices”. 
The owners of the “Slices” are also able to sell
them to other people that might be interested.
The original owner (0XW4LL3T4DDR355) will
get royalties from each sale.

Concept - Passive Income

Generate
income
Passive income
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By locking the tokens in the platform

Through NFTs

Users that lock their SLICED tokens in the platform will
be able to claim a percentage of the fees generated the
past month, the “claims” will happen once every month.
We are creating an NFT platform created by traders and
owned by traders.

At Bitsliced, we’re always working on bringing value to
our NFTs, and we’re partnering up with real-world
companies that provide a steady revenue stream
through purchasing items. Users will be able to buy
NFTs and earn passive income through them.

Sliced token
Sliced app

NFT in the Sliced app
The profit can vary depending on the partnerships product.
Sliced NFT passive income category

0.2% transaction fees
Staked Sliced token

0.4% transaction fees
(Sliced) LP tokens

TRANSACTION FEE
SYSTEM

Concept - Cash backs
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2.5% of each transaction inside the Sliced app

Buyer

Cash backs

Each transaction within the Sliced NFT
marketplace is immediately rewarded with a
1% cashback, with real estate purchases
potentially having up to 8% cashback
depending on the broker.

NFTs can be bought & sold with following cryptos:
NFTs from other marketplaces can be traded on our marketplace as well.

1%

0.2%

0.4%

0.5%

0.4%

Instant cashback

Stakers

Liquidity providers

Badge perks

Bitsliced LLC (GmbH)

Tokenholders that have STAKED
their tokens on our platform, will
receive 0,2% of all the transactions
generated the previous month.



Users that provide liquidity & stake
their LP tokens on the platfrom,

will recieve 0,4% of all transactions
generated the previous month.



Rewards will be a combination of
ETH, USDC, MATIC & SLICED  
(subject to change)

Rewards will be a combination of
ETH, USDC, MATIC & SLICED 

(subject to change)

Revenue streams
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Revenue streams
NFT trading fees

Calculations
1 day (volume) in the

app

0.4%

Sliced app users

Channel minting
depending on

price

Avg. user spending

3,000

$ 900.00

Volume in the app

0.4% transaction fees
$ 10,800.00

$ 2,700,000.00

Channel fee

30 days (volume) in the

0.4%

app
0.4% transaction fees

Sliced app users

Claiming rewards
2%

Avg. user spending

3,000

$ 900.00

Volume in the app
$ 81,000,000.00

2% claiming fees

$ 333,720.00

Partners fee

1 year (volume) in the

use of platform

app
0.4% transaction fees

SlicedPad
depending on

Sliced app users

Avg. user spending

Volume in the app

price

3,000

$ 900.00

$ 985,500,000.00

Promotion of NFTs
depending on

price

This estimation doesn’t include the trading of real world assets, as well as the channels & fractional ownership features.

However, it includes the revenue stream of an avg. active user base of 3000 members for the digital art market.

Average based on: https://dappradar.com/nft/marketplaces

Exclusive Events
depending on

price

2% claiming fees

$ 4,060,260.00

Token utility
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Token name

Bitsliced

Bitsliced
(SLICED)
Token Utility
Trade NFTs

Token ticker

SLICED

Buy passive income NFTs
Stake SLICED to participate in the treasury program

Supply

250 Million supply, soft-lock

build into the smart contract

Type

ERC-20 token

Provide liquidity with SLICED LP to participate in the treasury program
Mint and join channels
Enter the metaverse
Enter the SlicedPad
Participate in exclusive events

DEX listing

Promote Collections/NFTs within the Sliced marketplace
Uniswap v2 after fundraising

Token - allocation
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Pre-seed
Seed
4%

Token sale

5%
10,000,000 SLICED

Tokens for sale: 50,000,000 SLICED

Pre-seed | $350,000
Amount

Release

$0.035
3% unlock on TGE

Cliff
Vesting

5 months
15 months linearly

Amount
Price
Release
Cliff
Vesting

12,500,000 SLICED

Team & Advisors

Seed | $500,000

10,000,000 SLICED

Price

Total: $2,800,000

15%

5%

37,500,000 SLICED

12,500,000 SLICED

12,500,000 SLICED
$0.04
5% unlock on TGE
3 months

Community sale
Treasury
6%
5%

15 months linearly

15,000,000 SLICED
12,500,000 SLICED

Private sale | $750,000
Amount
Price
Release

$0.06
10% unlock on TGE

Cliff
Vesting

Bitsliced (SLICED)
Total supply: 250,000,000 SLICED

Community sale | $1,200,000

12,500,000 SLICED

1 month
12 months linearly

Amount
Price
Release
Cliff
Vesting

Private sale

15,000,000 SLICED
$0.08
15% unlock on TGE
0 month

Marketing
5%

Ecosystem development
12,500,000 SLICED
25%
62,500,000 SLICED

6 months linearly

Airdrop
3%

Rewards

V

FD : $20,000,000

C:

IM

$394,000

20%
50,000,000 SLICED

7,500,000 SLICED
Liquidity
7%
17,500,000 SLICED

Token - vesting conditions
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Pre-seed

Private Sale

Marketing

Liquidity

Amount

10,000,000 SLICED

Amount

12,500,000 SLICED

Amount

12,500,000 SLICED

Amount

17,500,000 SLICED

Release

3% unlock on TGE

Release

10% unlock on TGE

Release

0% unlock on TGE

Release

25% unlock on TGE

Cliff
Vesting

5 months
15 months linearly

Seed

Cliff
Vesting

1 month
12 months linearly

Community Sale

Cliff
Vesting

3 months

Cliff

12 months every 3 months

Airdrop

Vesting

0 month
24 months linearly

Rewards

Amount

12,500,000 SLICED

Amount

15,000,000 SLICED

Amount

7,500,000 SLICED

Amount

50,000,000 SLICED

Release

5% unlock on TGE

Release

15% unlock on TGE

Release

0% unlock on TGE

Release

1% unlock on TGE

Cliff
Vesting

3 months
15 months linearly

Ecosystem development

Cliff
Vesting

0 month
6 months linearly

Treasury

Cliff
Vesting

3 months
2 months linearly

Team & Advisors

Amount

62,500,000 SLICED

Amount

12,500,000 SLICED

Amount

37,500,000 SLICED

Release

0% unlock on TGE

Release

0% unlock on TGE

Release

0% unlock on TGE

Cliff
Vesting

6 months
24 months linearly

Cliff
Vesting

6 months
24 months linearly

Cliff
Vesting

12 months
15 months every 3 months

Cliff
Vesting

4 months
24 months linearly

Token - vesting visualisation
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Tokens distribution
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Token - use of funds
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Legal
Administrative & Operational

7%

10%

Use of funds

Business Development

Product & Technology development

10%

43%

Marketing & Communication
43%

Simplified roadmap
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Upcoming features
Click here to view the full roadmap: https://bitsliced.io/ecosystem#roadmap
2022 Q3

2022 Q4

2023 Q1

2023 Q2

Partnerships

IDO

Public Launch

Passive income NFTs

Revamped prototype

TGE

Mainnet Support

CEX Listing

Starting development

Token launch

Public Security Audit

Soulbound Tokens

Fundraising

DEX Listing

Treasury incentive program

Execute marketing strategy

Announcement of NFT artists

Fractional Ownership (feature)

Whitelisting community members
Private Alpha

Core Team
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Co-Founder | CEO

Randy van Brienen
LinkedIn

Co-Founder | CSO

Omar Nassar
LinkedIn

Business Developer

Justas Pangonis
LinkedIn

Co-Founder | CIO

Chris Maehl
LinkedIn

CTO

Souhail Mssassi
LinkedIn

Sales Manager

Emiel Hendriks

Contact
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Get in touch!
Mail: info@bitsliced.io
Website: https://bitsliced.io/

